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Railties
I’m here to talk about
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http://defv.be/railties.pdf
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http://defv.be/railties.pdf
http://defv.be/railties.pdf


Rails 3

Railties is a new Rails 3 
feature
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Railties is a new thing in Rails 3, and a quite important one in that.
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Why Railties? 
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So why did we go to Railties? What was wrong with the current system? Lets have a small 
history lesson



vendor/plugins

Rails < 2.2
Plugins are dead-easy!
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In the early days of Rails (<2, 2.1) THE way to share code was plugins. A plugin was easy to 
create and easy to install. The problem was you couldn’t do good versioning and there was 
no dependency management. Voices went up to use Ruby’s package management system 
Rubygems for Rails application extensions. So along came config.gem



config.gem

Rails >= 2.3
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config.gem allowed you to setup your gem requirements in your general config file, along 
with  their versions and wether to load in development or test or all. This was all great but 
still had some issues. The biggest of which was gem activation. If you had a gem that 
required “any” version of a certain gem, and later you load a gem (or Rails does) that requires 
a version lower then the one loaded, you’d get a nasty error. To solve this and other 
problems Yehuda Katz and Carl Lerche came up with Bundler



Bundler

Jay! Bundler
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Bundler tries to solve all these problems by giving you a Gemfile where you define all 
dependencies of your application, with specific versions. Bundler then looks at all gems and 
figures out their dependencies, and installs them in a Bundle, with which you work.



gem ‘will_paginate’

This is how you require a 
gem/plugin
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This is how you define a gem in your Gemfile



gem ‘will_paginate’
:git => ‘http://github.com/mislav/will_paginate.git’

Get code from git
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You can even ask Bundler to get the Gem code from Git. If the given git repository has a 
gemspec present Bundler builds the gem and loads it

http://github.com/mislav/will_paginate.git
http://github.com/mislav/will_paginate.git


gem ‘will_paginate’
:git => ‘http://github.com/mislav/will_paginate.git’
:ref => ‘rails3’

Get special Git-ref
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And since Rails 3 is still in Beta most developers just have a specific branch where they do 
their Rails3 fixes. You can also pass this in your Gemfile

http://github.com/mislav/will_paginate.git
http://github.com/mislav/will_paginate.git


bundle install

Install the gem-bundle
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This creates your gem-bundle, which you use from then on for all applications



Rails specific code?
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But that’s just gem loading, what happens with code specifically meant for Rails?



vendor/plugins/
will_paginate/

init.rb
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In plugins it was easy. A plugin was specifically used for Rails, and automatically the init.rb 
file is loaded.



$GEMPATH/rails/
init.rb
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Gems are a bit tougher, you can’t use the init.rb because that might be used for some other 
purpose. Because of that you had to put your code in rails/init.rb when a gem got loaded.



Rails::Railtie
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Now we have a Railtie. We load the Railtie if Rails is loaded, and there you put your Rails 
specific code
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An example



ActionController::Railtie
ActiveRecord::Railtie
ActionView::Railtie

ActionMailer::Railtie
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The great thing is that Rails has made all of its own components Railties. So if you want to 
use Rails with an other ORM you just don’t load the ActiveRecord::Railtie, but your own, or 
you can swap ActionController::Railtie with your own controller-manager



How?
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So how do I create my own Railtie?



class MyGem::Railtie < Rails::Railtie
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First we create our Railtie, and we inherit from Rails::Railtie. By doing that we let Rails know 
“We’re here, load us”



config()
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The config method allows us to set current config parameters to our liking, and also allows 
us to add a config part for our own Railtie 
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So here first I’m adding an config setting called config.my_gem. I can add settings now in my 
application, and my Railtie can read them and perform actions on them accordingly.

Next thing I’m doing is editing the template_engine generator to my own generator.

Last thin is setting up a to_prepare, which takes a block which will be executed at start on 
production and every time in development



initializer()
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The initializer method allows me to execute code when Rails gets initialized. I can choose to 
just run it on initialization, or before or after a certain action
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First thing you see is that I give my initializers a name. Convention is to use the name of your 
gem, a dot, and then the function it is performing.

So here I’m adding MyGem::Rack as middleware, I get yielded the app, which is the Rails app 
that gets started. In the second initializer I extend ActiveRecord with my own code if 
ActiveRecord is defined.



rake_tasks()
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This function allows me to define which files should be loaded for Rake.
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Here I load the task in lib/tasks/mygem.tasks.



generators()
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This function allows me to define which files should be loaded for Rake.
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# lib/my_gem.rb
require ‘railtie’ if defined?(Rails)
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There are two ways to make your Railtie available when your gem is loaded. This is the 
automatic way. We set it up so the Railtie gets loaded if the gem gets loaded and Rails is 
defined.



# Gemfile
gem ‘my_gem’, :require => 
         [‘my_gem’, ‘my_gem/railtie’]
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The other way is to ask your users to require it themselves in their Gemfile.



Rails::Engine
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Next up are Rails Engines. They are basically Rails applications in your Rails application. They 
have routes, views, controllers, ..



Rails::Engine < Rails::Railtie
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Engines inherit from Railties, so you can do everything you can do with a Railtie, and more!



my_engine/apps/*

views, controllers, 
helpers
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So in your engine you have an apps directory which can contain Views, Controllers, Helpers, 
Models, Metals, ... Anything you put in there gets added to the load path, so you can have 
Jobs or others inthere too.



my_engine/config/
routes.rb
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When your engine gets loaded, the routes in your config/routes.rb file automatically get 
added to the app’s routes.



my_engine/config/
locales/*
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Your locales are also added to the lookup path



my_engine/config/
initializers/*
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Initializers you define here get added to the regular initializers of your app



my_engine/lib/
tasks/*
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Rake tasks also get loaded
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Rails::Plugin?
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When you go through the documentation you’ll see there’s also a Rails::Plugin class. This 
isn’t meant to be used for your gems, this is code that handles loading of legacy vendor/
plugins code.



Compatibility?
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45



warning!
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Internal API 
changes
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branches
48
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Questions?
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